Although viewing multiple stacks of medical images presented on a display is a relatively new but useful medical task, little is known about this task. Particularly, it is unclear how radiologists search for lesions in this type of image reading. When viewing cluttered and dynamic displays, continuous motion itself does not capture attention. Thus, it is effective for the target detection that observers' attention is captured by the onset signal of a suddenly appearing target among the continuously moving distractors (i.e., a passive viewing strategy). This can be applied to stack viewing tasks, because lesions often show up as transient signals in medical images which are sequentially presented simulating a dynamic and smoothly transforming image progression of organs. However, it is unclear whether observers can detect a target when the target appears at the beginning of a sequential presentation where the global apparent motion onset signal (i.e., signal of the initiation of the apparent motion by sequential presentation) occurs. We investigated the ability of radiologists to detect lesions during such tasks by comparing the performances of radiologists and novices. Results show that overall performance of radiologists is better than novices. Furthermore, the temporal locations of lesions in CT image sequences, i.e., when a lesion appears in an image sequence, does not affect the performance of radiologists, whereas it does affect the performance of novices. Results indicate that novices have greater difficulty in detecting a lesion appearing early than late in the image sequence. We suggest that radiologists have other mechanisms to detect lesions in medical images with little attention which novices do not have. This ability is critically important when viewing rapid sequential presentations of multiple CT images, such as stack viewing tasks.
INTRODUCTION Examining Specialized Ability of Experts
Experts exist in many domains, and they show high task performance levels in their expert domains (e.g., Chase and Simon, 1973; Voss et al., 1980; Schwaninger et al., 2005; Asano et al., 2008; Evans et al., 2011a) . For example, master chess players or professional sports players are better at memorizing game-like arrays (i.e., meaningful materials) than novices (Chase and Simon, 1973; Voss et al., 1980) . Additionally, a recent example has shown that medical experts (e.g., radiologists or cytologists) recognize (or memorize) medical images (e.g., mammograms or Pap smears) with greater accuracy than novices (Evans et al., 2011a) . It is important to understand these experts' specialized cognitive abilities not only for cognitive science but also for understanding the applications of these abilities in individuals' routine tasks. This study focused on radiologists and examined their abilities in a medical image reading task.
Specifically, we compared abilities of radiologists with those of novices in a visual lesion search task. The typical medical image reading procedure consists of two basic processes: One process involves detection of a suspicious area, and the other process entails interpreting the gravity of a suspicious area, i.e., whether or not it represents a lesion (Krupinski, 2010) . Although medical experts must exhibit superior skill throughout all stages of medical search, this study focuses on skills involved in the first stage, which involves a lesion detection process. This is because novices are not qualified to interpret the seriousness of the lesions.
The experimental task in this study focused on detection of a relatively obvious lesion. The suspicious areas include obvious locations as well as subtle or hidden locations such as lesions masked and/or overlapped by other anatomical features. Although many studies in radiology have discussed the detection of uncertain (i.e., not obvious) lesions (e.g., Evans et al., 2011b Evans et al., , 2013 ; see also Metz, 1978) , visual search for obvious lesions is also an important issue (e.g., Carmody et al., 1981; Oestmann et al., 1988; Maeda et al., 2013 ; see also Kundel, 2006) . Actually, missing the lesions in a search often occurs even when the lesions are relatively obvious (e.g., scanning errors: observers do not fixate on the lesions at all; see Kundel et al., 1978) .
Recent Routine Medical Image Readings
Recently, medical image reading includes not only the static image viewing such as mammography, ultrasound, and computed radiography, but also the dynamic image viewing such as sequential viewing of multiple slices of MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) and CT (computed tomography) images. Contemporary medical image reading tasks have increased enormously in size and complexity of routine screening due to rapid technological developments (Andriole et al., 2011) . Today, viewing stacked CT images on a PC display is a routine practice in nearly all radiology departments (e.g., Copley et al., 2010; Drew et al., 2013) . In this process, a radiologist typically scrolls quickly through a stack of 2-D CT images, which are thin slices of the 3-D volume of an organ. This is known as "stack viewing." Although a number of studies have examined search strategies used in viewing single 2-D medical images (e.g., Carmody et al., 1981; Kundel et al., 1991; Ellis et al., 2006; Manning et al., 2006; Evans et al., 2013; Maeda et al., 2013; Nakashima et al., , 2015 , little is known about searches of 3-D medical images. Radiologists, who engage in stack viewing to detect lesions in an organ, usually scroll through the series of 2-D images very quickly at a more or less constant speed. However, upon finding a suspicious area in an image, their scrolling slows and sometimes reverses to view the image in more detail.
This brief overview of stack viewing highlights the fact that one axis of the 3-D volume image is a temporal axis in stack viewing. Accordingly, we can regard stack viewing as a type of visual search in a dynamic display. In stack viewing tasks, radiologists search for lesions appearing briefly accompanied by a transient signal (i.e., an abrupt appearance signal) that stand out among blood vessels and other organs appearing to move smoothly in an image sequence (apparent motion). Kunar and Watson (2011) suggested that some fundamental characteristics evident in visual searches of static images do not apply to visual searches in dynamic displays. As a result, visual search abilities of radiologists viewing sequentially presented medical images are not well understood (see Drew et al., 2013) , although this is a problem that has critical implications for the welfare of society.
Previous studies have compared viewers' visual search strategies for detecting a target with a transient signal of the appearance in cluttered and dynamic displays. The results showed that a search strategy requiring passive viewing with few eye movements by an observer yields better target detection performance than a strategy requiring active scanning with many eye movements (e.g., Boot et al., 2006; Becic et al., 2007 ; see also Shapiro and Raymond, 1989) . In a dynamic display, the continuous stimulus motion (i.e., motion itself) does not capture attention (cf. Christ, 2003, 2005) , but a transient signal by abrupt appearance of an object (i.e., object onset) does (cf. Yantis and Jonides, 1984) . Therefore, a passive viewing strategy where observers' attention is captured by the target onset may be the most effective strategy in a dynamic visual search task.
In dynamic visual search tasks such as stack viewing, it may be easy to detect the target if the transient signal by abrupt appearance of a target captures attention. Although a continuous and smooth motion does not capture attention, the initiation of motion (i.e., motion onset) captures attention (e.g., Christ, 2003, 2005) . Considering the sequential image presentation, the moment of the initiation of the image presentation, the (apparent) motion onset signal by replacing a static image with another image should occur. In stack viewings of medical images, this motion onset occurs in the entire image simultaneously, because vessels exist everywhere in the medical image. We define this as a global apparent motion onset signal in this study. A motion onset signal has the potential for capturing attention even it if is task irrelevant (Kawahara et al., 2012) . Thus, it is unclear whether observers can detect the target onset when the target appears at the beginning of a dynamic display where the global motion onset signal occurs. In other words, even if a strategy based on detection of the target onset signal is reliable, it can be jeopardized if the transient signal of a target appearance is occluded by the global motion onset signal that accompanies the beginning of each successive image slice in a dynamic display (e.g., an image sequence during stack viewing). That is, when a lesion appears in a sequence of CT images, either early or late in a sequence, is an important consideration for identifying factors influencing radiologists' efficiency in detecting lesions. For example, it becomes a critical issue in the medical field if radiologists show frequent misses of lesions that appear in early in an image sequence during stack viewing. This issue has not been addressed in previous studies, because the target occurred several seconds after the start of a trial (Boot et al., 2006; Becic et al., 2007) .
Purpose of This Study
In summary, it is not clear whether medical experts perform better than novices in dynamic lesion search tasks, i.e., when medical images are presented sequentially as dynamic displays. This is pertinent, because dynamic lesion searches have become common in current medical image readings. Further, considering the dynamic lesion search task, it is also unclear whether the radiologists' lesion detection performances are systematically influenced by the temporal target location, i.e., the timing of a lesion's appearance in the sequence of medical images.
Accordingly, this study has three aims. First, we examined whether medical experts show reliably higher performance levels than novices in medical image reading tasks in dynamic display such as stack viewing tasks. That is, we aimed to replicate the results of previous studies using a medical image reading task in a static image (e.g., Evans et al., 2013; Nakashima et al., , 2015 , using another medical image reading task with a dynamic image presentation (cf. Kunar and Watson, 2011) . Second, we examined whether radiologists can correctly detect the presence of a lesion even when the lesion appears early in the image sequence. As described above, the beginning of a sequential presentation of medical images generates a global apparent motion onset signal, which attracts visual attention. It is possible that a lesion appearing briefly at the beginning of such a sequence is difficult to detect. Third, related to the second aim, we confirm that novices would be more likely to miss a target lesion appearing early than late in a dynamic visual search display. If it is difficult to detect the transient signal of a lesion onset when the global apparent motion onset signal has also occurred, then lesion detection, at least for novices, should suffer especially when a target lesion appears early rather than later in sequence. In sum, we examined the visual search abilities of radiologists during the lesion detection in dynamic search task, by comparing performances of radiologists with those of novices.
In this experiment, the medical images were presented automatically. Strictly speaking, this is not identical to the routine stack viewing of medical screening tasks, because in the normal contexts radiologists can freely scroll through the stacks of images (Gur et al., 1994; Copley et al., 2010; Drew et al., 2013 ). However, this task has the advantage that we can rigorously control the presentation rate. It is noted that the presentation rate of 100 ms per image is not too fast compared to the radiologists' daily scroll speed (cf. Copley et al., 2010) , and is relevant to the perception of apparent motion (see Movie S1).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics Statement
This experiment was approved by the institutional review board of The University of Tokyo, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants. This experiment was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki in the treatment of the participants.
Participants
Twenty-seven novice young adults (age: 20-34 years) and seven radiologists from the University of Tokyo Hospital (age: 29-42 years; career experience: 3-18 years) completed this experiment. They were naive with respect to the purpose of the study. All participants reported that they had normal or corrected-tonormal vision (self-reports).
Stimuli
We prepared 316 CT original sliced images of lungs (20.7 × 20.7 cm; 15 • × 15 • ); they were image slices of healthy lungs of five de-identified people reviewed by radiologists in The University of Tokyo Hospital as containing no lesions (see Figure 1) . Ten consecutive images were selected from the CT images to serve as a target-absent sequence. Each sequence included 10 CT images of the same person. We created 40 such target-absent sequences, allowing duplication of some image slices between the sequence stimuli. In addition to these stimulus sets, we created other 12 target absent sequences for "explanation trials."
We prepared an image of a lesion "Cavitary Nodule" (see Erasmus et al., 2000; Honda et al., 2007) , whose size was about 0.3 • × 0.3 • (Figure 1) . The sizes of the lesions corresponded to about 5 × 5 mm when the size of one CT image was 20.7 × 20.7 cm. Eight images of Cavitary Nodule were served as targets. For this task, we used the lesion images pathologically diagnosed with lung cancer by radiologists in The University of Tokyo Hospital. We chose this lesion as a target in this study, based on the fact that radiologists can detect a target lesion well especially when they search for serious lesions (Nakashima et al., 2015) . The lesion image looked like an irregularly bordered white nodule containing a small black hole inside, which was distinguishable from images of background blood vessels that appeared as white filled ovals or dots. Medically, this image strongly suggests lung cancer, although differential diagnosis includes several infectious and non-infections process. To create a lesion-present image, we first randomly chose one of the images from the 2nd to the 9th image in each target-absent sequence. The probability that the target presented in the each image (i.e., the 2nd-9th image) was equal. A target lesion image was placed at a random but anatomically feasible spatial location (i.e., to avoid the lesion overlapping with blood vessels, bronchi and other organs) within the selected image, using Photoshop (Adobe). A target-present sequence comprised nine of the original target-absent displays with one of these replaced by its corresponding lesion-present CT image. As a result, we made 40 target-present sequences. The lesion appeared in the first (i.e., 2nd-3rd image), second (i.e., 4th-5th image), third (i.e., 6th-7th image), and fourth (i.e., 8th-9th image) quarters of sequences equally often in the targetpresent sequences. Two stimulus sets were made in which 20 target-absent sequences and 20 target-present sequences. Strictly speaking, the image sequences are not the same as the realistic medical sequence, because lesions have depth and appear in multiple successive slices in a sequence, rather than only in a single slice. However, the present method has the advantage FIGURE 1 | An example of the background CT image and a target lesion image used in the experiments. The target lesion is marked by a white frame, which was not presented in the experiment, in this figure.
that we can rigorously control the presentation duration of a lesion. We created additional 6 target present sequences using the half of the 12 sequences for explanation trials. Radiologists in The University of Tokyo Hospital, who did not participate in the experiment, supervised stimulus construction, and confirmed that the images looked realistic to the radiologists.
Apparatus
Presentation of stimuli and recording of responses were controlled by Matlab with the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) . Stimuli were displayed at a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels on a 22-inch monitor (refresh rate: 60 Hz).
Procedure
Participants were seated in front of a computer monitor in a dark room (viewing distance was 77 cm fixed by a forehead and chin rest). Before the experiment, participants received an explanation of target lesions (i.e., "a small open oval") and were shown examples of background and target lesion images. It is noted that radiologists recognized the name of the target lesion "Cavitary Nodule" before the experimental session, because they were familiar with the lesion. Thus, we told the name of the target lesion to the radiologists. We did not tell novices the name of the lesion, because the three authors, who did not major in radiology, did not recognize the target lesion even if they were told the name before this study. Then, the participants received 12 explanation trials to familiarize with the experimental paradigm, target appearance and presentation timing (500 ms/image). We did not include these data in the analysis.
Participants received two practice sessions and then one experimental session. The tasks were the same in all sessions except for the image presentation duration. One image sequence was presented in one trial. In experimental session, on each trial, the first image of one sequence was presented as a fixation image (1000 ms); next, eight images were presented with 100 ms duration each with no inter-stimulus interval; then the last image was presented for 1000 ms (Figure 2) . The sequence appeared to be as a dynamic movie created through the apparent motion signal based on the fact that the locations of vessels were different in each CT image slice (see Movie S1). Participants were instructed to judge, as accurately as possible, whether the target was present or absent within an image sequence (in one of the 2nd-9th images) by pressing one of the response keys (2AFC task). They were allowed to respond even during the presentation of the image sequence if they found the target. They received 40 trials (20 target-present and 20 target-absent trials) where no feedback was given for their responses. The inter-trial interval was 1 s. One of the stimulus sets was assigned to the experimental session. The other set was assigned to the "practice session" twice. Two "practice sessions" including 40 trials were conducted, manipulating the presentation rate: first 500 ms/image for familiarizing them with the sequential presentation, named the practice-session-"slow, " and then 167 ms/image for familiarizing them with the relatively fast, but slower than that in the experimental session, sequential presentation, named the practice-session-"fast." It is noted that we analyzed the data of practice-session-"slow."
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Data Analysis
In this study, we used d-prime in the signal detection theory (i.e., detection sensitivity), based on the detection rate (i.e., rate of correct "target present" responses) and the false alarm rate (i.e., rate of false "target present" responses in target absent trials), as the dependent variable. A typical visual search experiment in experimental psychology presents static visual stimuli that remain visible until observers respond to them; the dependent variable is time-to-detect a target (e.g., Treisman and Gelade, 1980; Treisman, 1988; ; see also Wolfe, 1998) . By contrast, in other tasks, visual stimuli are presented with brief exposure durations, and the dependent variable is detection accuracy or detection sensitivity (e.g., Inui et al., 1978; Bergen and Julesz, 1983; Sagi and Julesz, 1985; Braun and Sagi, 1990) . It is appropriate to measure the detection sensitivity in the present task where the images are presented sequentially, because each image is presented briefly.
To compare the overall performances between the groups, we conducted the Welch's t-test because of unequal participant groups. The Welch's t-test does not assume that the standard deviations of the data groups are equal, and therefore it is suited to the analysis of the present data (i.e., unequal sample size). Then, an additional one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), where the data of the groups were analyzed separately, was conducted to examine the effect of the temporal target location in a CT image sequence (i.e., when a lesion appears in a sequence FIGURE 2 | An example of the sequence of one trial in the experimental session where the presentation rate (i.e., stimulus onset asynchrony; SOA) was 100 ms without the inter-stimulus interval. White squares in this figure indicate the target absent images. In this case, the target lesion was presented on the 4th image of the sequence (2nd bin). In the "practice sessions," the presentation rates were 500 ms/image (practice-session-"slow") and 167 ms/image (practice-session-"fast").
of sliced images of lung) on the lesion detection performance in each group.
Group Comparison
The mean d-primes were 2.81 in radiologists and 1.86 in novices. Welch's t-test revealed the d-prime was higher in radiologists than in novices, t (11) = 5.23, p < 0.001. This result suggests that the medical experts show the higher performance than novices in their expert domain, and is consistent with the previous studies (e.g., Evans et al., 2013; Nakashima et al., , 2015 .
Detection Performance Based on the Temporal Target Location in Radiologists and Novices
We examined whether or not temporal locations of lesions in a CT image sequence influence lesion detection rates of novices and radiologists. To assess this, we divided the detection performance data (i.e., d-prime) into four bins based on the temporal lesion location condition (five trials per bin); these are labeled 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th bins (Figure 3) . A one-way ANOVA FIGURE 3 | The d-primes in the fast presentation rate condition as a function of the group and the temporal location of the target in the sequence. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Although the data of two groups are shown simultaneously, the data were analyzed separately.
was conducted on d-prime with Temporal Target Location as a within-participants factor.
Results revealed a significant main effect of Temporal Target Location in novices, F (3, 78) = 6.03, p = 0.001, η p 2 = 0.19. The tendency to perform better in lesion detection in the latter of the sequence was evident. That is, performance was better in the 4th bin than in the 1st and 2nd bins, ps < 0.03, and better in the 3rd bin than in the 1st bin, p = 0.03. This leads to the interpretation that novices fail to detect a target lesion appeared early in the sequence when the global apparent motion onset signal occludes the transient signal of the target appearance.
In contrast, although the performance appeared to be worse in the 4th bin than the other bins (see Figure 3) , there were no statistical differences among the performances in the bins in radiologists, F (3, 18) = 1.46, p = 0.26, η p 2 = 0.19. Conservatively, we did not suggest that radiologists' lesion detection performance is influenced by the temporal lesion location, i.e., when a lesion appears in a sequence, in contrast to the novices.
One might wonder that it is possible that the performances of radiologists did not differ among the bins but those of novices did, just because the sample size of novices were larger than radiologists. To confirm that the results of radiologists did not derive from low statistical power, we additionally conducted a two-way mixed factorial ANOVA for the data of first 7 novices who participated in this experiment and 7 radiologists. The mean d-primes of the 7 novices were 1.46, 1.93, 1.99, and 2.31 in 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th bins. An ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Group, F (1, 12) = 11.79, p = 0.005 η p 2 = 0.49, but not of Temporal Target Location, F (3, 36) = 1.77, p = 0.17, η p 2 = 0.13. Furthermore, the interaction between these two factors was significant, F (3, 36) = 3.46, p = 0.03, η p 2 = 0.22. In novices, the tendency to perform better in lesion detection in the latter portion of a sequence was evident. That is, performance was better in the 4th bin than in the 1st bin, p = 0.01. In contrast, there were no statistical differences among performance levels in bins for radiologists, p = 0.26. These results are very similar to the results described above, i.e., the data of 27 novices and 7 radiologists. Even when the novices are few, the temporal target location did influence their target detection performance. Therefore, the matter of statistical power is not likely to fully explain the results that temporal target location influenced only the performance of novices in this study. In addition, the significant interaction indicates that radiologists can detect the presence of a lesion even in the situation where the lesion appears briefly, and that their lesion detection performance is more stable against the temporal target location in a sequence than novices.
Lesion Detection Performance in Slow Presentation Task
We analyzed the performance of both group when the presentation rate was slow, although it was not our main purpose in this study, to check whether both novices and radiologists can detect lesion accurately when they have long time to view each image. We examined the effect of the temporal target location in the slow sequential image presentation where observers could recognize the detailed information (e.g., Tversky and Sherman, 1975; Loftus et al., 1983) . We analyzed the data in the practice-session-"slow" (presentation rate: 500 ms/image, 40 trials), where the stimuli were different from those used in the experimental session. Figure 4 shows the results. Again, the overall performance (d-prime) was higher in radiologists (3.19) than in novices (2.38), t (22) = 5.80, p < 0.001. This is consistent with the results of previous studies (e.g., Evans et al., 2013; Nakashima et al., , 2015 . An additional ANOVA revealed that the main effects of Temporal Target Location were not significant in either group, novice: F (3, 78) = 0.19, p = 0.89, η p 2 = 0.008, radiologist: F (3, 18) = 0.75, p = 0.53, η p 2 = 0.11. In contrast to the results in fast presentation rate task, the performances did not differ based on the temporal target location, i.e., when a lesion appeared in an image presentation sequence. Thus, novices can detect lesions relatively accurately whenever the lesion appeared in a sequence, if they have enough time to view each image.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Summary of Results
Although viewing methods where observers view many sliced images through the body sequentially have become widespread in recent medical image reading, little is known about how lesion detection is accomplished in this type of task. We examined the performance of lesion detection by radiologists and novices when they viewed the rapid sequential presentation of CT images, simulating the period before radiologists find a suspicious area in CT images. In terms of the three aims of the current study, we obtained the following results.
First, overall lesion detection was better in radiologists than in novices. This confirms the suggestions in previous studies that medical experts (e.g., radiologists) show high performance in their specific domain (e.g., Evans et al., 2013; Nakashima et al., , 2015 , even when image presentations are dynamic. Second, the temporal locations of lesions in a rapid CT image sequence had little influence on the lesion detection performance in radiologists. Third, in contrast to radiologists, the temporal location of lesions had a significant effect on the performance of novices, showing the lower target detection performance when FIGURE 4 | The d-primes in the slow presentation rate condition (i.e., the practice-session-"slow") as a function of the group and the temporal location of the target in the sequence. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Although the data of two groups are shown simultaneously, the data were analyzed separately.
the lesion appeared early in the sequence. We can interpret this difficulty for novices in detecting early targets in the sequence as being due to the occlusion of the transient signal of the target by the global apparent motion onset signal. Based on the second and third results, we indicated the radiologists' specialized ability during a dynamic visual search display, namely the temporal stability of lesion detection.
Lesion Detection in a Dynamic Display and Radiologists' Specialized Ability
Results show that radiologists can detect lesions accurately whenever a lesion appears in a CT image sequence, whether the sequence is presented at rapid or a slow rate. In a rapid sequence presentation, even though the transient signal of the target appearance is occluded by the global apparent motion onset signal capturing attention Christ, 2003, 2005) , radiologists detect the presence of a lesion with high accuracy. In this case, the attentional mechanism to find a lesion, e.g., the involuntary attentional capture, does not function well. Further, in this study, the target-present CT image was created by adding a lesion image to a normal CT image of healthy lung. Thus, participants, even well-trained professional radiologists, could not predict whether a lesion would appear in the sequence at all when they viewed the 1st CT (i.e., fixation) image. Much more, they could not predict where a lesion would appear in a CT image. Thus, it is useless (or impossible) to move their eyes to a probable area of the lesion appearance beforehand. In sum, the attentional mechanism or the beforehand gaze position strategy cannot provide a sufficient explanation of these results.
Instead of the attentional mechanism to focus attention on a target lesion, which usually functions in conventional visual search processing, other mechanisms appear to function in this situation. We propose two possible mechanisms in this study. First, radiologists have a precise target lesion representation (i.e., a good target template) for efficient lesion search. Previous visual search literatures have suggested that visual representation for a target facilitates visual search in static displays (e.g., Luria and Strauss, 1975; Cristie and Klein, 1995; Vickery et al., 2005; Bravo and Farid, 2009; Malcolm and Henderson, 2009; Hout and Goldinger, 2015) . In addition, our recent study implies that radiologists show high detection sensitivities especially during searching for serious lesions (Nakashima et al., 2015) . It is possible that radiologists can detect lesions during a difficult lesion search situation based on their acquisition of precise target templates for certain lesions. Assuming such templates have a strong influence on the target perception enough to be perceived preferentially or perhaps with little attention (cf. to be "pop-out" in the search display), radiologists can detect lesions during a difficult lesion search situation based on their learned precise target templates. By contrast, novices do not operate with such refined templates.
Second, radiologists detect lesions not only by focusing attention on a target lesion but also by extracting global information (e.g., whole structures and statistical regularities) indicating whether a CT image includes lesions or not (Evans et al., 2013) . Previous studies have shown that medical experts (radiologists and cytologists) show above chance lesion detection performance in mammograms and cytology slides even though the image is presented very briefly (Kundel and Nodine, 1975; Carmody et al., 1981; Evans et al., 2013) . People can pick up the general meaning or "gist" of a natural scene when they view the image briefly (e.g., Potter and Faulconer, 1975; Intraub, 1981) by extracting global information with little attention (cf. Li et al., 2002 Li et al., , 2005 Rousselet et al., 2002 ; but see Cohen et al., 2011) . Radiologists should be able to judge whether a lesion exists or not (i.e., normal or abnormal) even when the lesion was presented early in the CT image sequence, if an attention-free lesion detection mechanism could compensate for interference with the attentional mechanism (i.e., to catch the transient signal of target onset). Because medical experts have acquired a global impression of the normality/abnormality of a medical image though training, which Evans et al. (2013) named "a trained specialization of gist processing, " novices of course cannot use this processing.
We cannot conclude which mechanism is better to explain the results, because our experiment was not conducted to examine these mechanisms. This issue should be examined in detail in further research. However, it should be noted that radiologists see lesion images in the context of medical readings; that is, they usually see lesions within a medical image, rather than abstracted from such a context. Therefore, we indicate that both target representations and global information of medical images should be important for the radiologists' lesion detection.
Although there are differences between this experimental task and real-world medical search, this study was designed to control for possible extraneous variables. First, the presentation rate of the image sequence was the constant in this experiment in order to control the image viewing time. This differs from the daily medical routine where radiologists can scroll through the stacks of images freely with a preferred speed. There can be differences in the medical viewing performance between the two tasks (Gur et al., 1994) , and therefore, it is necessary to consider this issue in order to clarify the ideal image presentation rate for each radiologist. Second, a lesion appeared only in a single slice in this experiment in order to control the target viewing time. This differs from the daily medical routine where a lesion appears in multiple slices because of their depth. Thus, it is possible to lesion detection is more difficult in this experiment than in a daily task. Third, we focused on the lesion detection when the lesion appears early in a sequence consisting of only 10 images (per trial). In contrast, in daily stack viewing task radiologists view much more images than used in this experimental task. Previous studies have shown that people can hardly maintain a cognitive intent to orient attention toward a target intermittently over a prolonged period of time even if they should do this (vigilance decrement; cf. Davies and Parasuraman, 1982; Warm et al., 2008) . Actually, the present results show that detection performance becomes lower when the lesion appears late in the sequence, although it is not significant. It is necessary to examine in detail the lesion detection performance not only when the lesion appears early but also very late in the sequence.
Lesion Search of Novices in Sequential Image Presentation Task
The present results show that novices' lesion detection is poor when the lesions appear early in the sequence but that it improves when they appear late in the sequence. This can be interpreted as the suggestion that novices fail to detect a target lesion near the beginning of sequence when a global apparent motion signal occludes the transient signal of the target appearance. That is, the attentional mechanism for detecting a target lesion does not function well early in the sequence, whereas it does function adequately late in a sequence. This is a typical result of "attentional awakening" effect in a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) task (Ariga and Yokosawa, 2008; Kranczioch and Bryant, 2011) . In attentional awakening experiments, only one target appears in an RSVP sequence, rather than two targets in classical attentional blink experiments (see Shapiro et al., 1997) , and the identification of the target is impaired when it occurs early in this sequence. The previous studies indicated that this effect shows that observers can only gradually modulate their temporal attentional orienting to the stimuli presented sequentially. That is, the preparation of the temporal attention to synchronize with the stimuli presentation takes time, and the visual processing (e.g., target identification) become inefficient or incomplete during the attentional preparation. Based on the results of our experimental task which is similar to the attentional awakening experiment, we suggest that one of the reasons for the occurrence of attentional awakening, in addition to the suggestion in previous studies, can be that the target signal to be detected is masked by the signal of the sequence onset.
The novices' expectation of a target appearance may explain the results that novices detect lesions better when the lesions appear late in the sequence (i.e., expectation hypothesis). If observers do not see a lesion in the early part of the sequence, they may build up expectancy for a target appearance over the course of the trials. With high expectation of target appearances, they can detect a lesion when it appears late in the sequence. We cannot reject this explanation completely by the present results. Further research is necessary to address this issue. However, it should be noted that this explanation does not conflict with our suggestion that the global apparent motion signal occludes the transient signal of the target appearance, and thereby interferes with the target detection. That is, the premise of the expectation hypothesis holds that novices do not see a target early in the sequence.
Further, the detection performance in the slow presentation rate condition (i.e., the practice-session-"slow") was somewhat high and robust over the temporal lesion location in a presentation sequence. This indicates that novices can detect lesions to some extent when they have sufficient time to view a CT image with focused attention even if the global apparent motion onset signal occludes the signal of a target appearance. Thus, novices' failure in detecting lesions can become obvious when an image is presented briefly.
Limitation of the Present Study for Application
As described above, because of certain differences between the present experimental task and ordinary daily task, and the small size of participants and trials, it may be difficult to generalize these results to the daily medical routine task. However, our results showed that the lesion detection performance of radiologists in a dynamic display (e.g., stack viewing) is more stable against the temporal lesion location in a sequence than that of novices. We believe that our findings provide clues to clarify the characteristics of radiologists' strategies for lesion detection. To examine our suggestion further, more detailed experiments, with larger sample sizes, are necessary in the future research.
CONCLUSION
Medical experts (e.g., radiologists in this study) show remarkably high performance levels in a task that is common in their domain, i.e., a medical image reading task where images are presented sequentially. Radiologists can detect lesions well, even in difficult conditions where novices detect such lesions poorly.
Radiologists can correctly detect the presence of a lesion, even when it occurs early in a sequence of images. That is, radiologists can detect lesions whenever the lesions are presented in a CT image sequence, even when the sequence of images is presented rapidly. Therefore, radiologists must rely on the mechanisms requiring minimal attention for lesion detection in a medical image, in addition to their normal capacity to rely on focal attention for target lesion. Possible mechanisms we proposed are the lesion detection by using a precise target lesion representation and by extracting global information. These mechanisms may be particularly useful when radiologists view a large number of CT images sequentially as in a routine screening, because they enable the rapid and efficient lesion detection.
Novices do miss lesions appearing early in a CT image sequence, when the transient signal of the lesion appearance is occluded by a global apparent motion onset signal. In contrast, if the image sequence is presented slowly, novices can detect lesions whenever a lesion appears in the sequence, because they have enough time to view each image. That is, novices detect lesions in a CT image mainly through attentive processing in the search strategy (e.g., focusing attention on a target location or attentional capture by a signal of the target appearance) suitable for a dynamic display.
In summary, radiologists have a specialized ability for detecting lesions in medical images which novices lack, namely the temporal stability of lesion detection. This ability is responsible for the difference in the lesion detection performance between radiologists and novices, and is very useful when they viewed many medical images in a short period of time.
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